Standardise software,
accelerate learning
Standardise your software across every
interactive whiteboard - regardless of
manufacturer.

Interactive whiteboards: classroom
gems that have turned hyperactivity into
interactivity, and blackboards into the
blueprint for the future. But, chances
are, you’ve more than one brand
besides Hitachi in your school. This can
mean that the three Rs might not be the
only learning your pupils have to do.
You and they might have to master each
board’s different software. For pupils
moving between classrooms, this could
hold back learning.

And watch your pupil’s learning accelerate.

Keep your whiteboards,
keep winning their minds
Fortunately, Chameleon blends into any whiteboard
environment. You can run it on all the whiteboards for which
you have a licence whether they’re Hitachi boards or not.
This means that, if your school has more than one brand of
whiteboard, your pupils’ learning could accelerate. It means
you can hold on to your ICT budget, by keeping all your
existing systems. And it means being able to upgrade at will.
Chameleon the choice for all your whiteboard systems
With Chameleon, you can use a variety of pens, papers,
backgrounds and effects, switch effortlessly from pen to
mouse, and customise your toolbar from a wide selection.
You can add notes, move and resize objects, scroll, and
create perfect geometry from clumsy handdrawings, and
beautiful text from illegible scrawl. You can save time with
drag-and-drop applications, use hide-and-reveal questions
and save favourites for tried-and-tested lessons.
There’s spotlighting to magnify a specific area, and cursorhovering to reveal an icon’s function. There’s audio-visual
recording of live sessions. And there’s even a keyboard
shortcut for creating lessons away from the board.
Ordering
If you want to reap the benefits of standardised software, why
not get in touch with us today? Just call your Hitachi reseller.

Further information:

Hitachi Software Engineering (UK) Limited
Interactive Media Solutions Division
Hillgate House, 26 Old Bailey,
London EC4M 7HW, United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0)207 246 6868
Fax: +44 (0)207 246 6860
Email: sales@hitachi-software.co.uk
Hitachi Software Engineering France S.A.S
Interactive Media Solutions Division
7ème étage,
64 rue du Dessous des Berges,
75013 Paris, France
Tel: +33 (0)153 827 600
Fax: +33 (0)153 827 619
Email: starboard@hitachisoft-eu.com
Hitachi Software Engineering Europe AG
Interactive Media Solutions Division
Kurfürstendamm 22,
D-10719 Berlin, Germany
Tel: +49 (0)30 8877 2600
Fax: +49 (0)30 8877 2610
Email: starboard@hitachisoft.de

www.hitachisoft-eu.com

